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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Shalom to everyone,
February is usually a quiet month, but we still had a few
activities like 'Tu Bishvat-New Year for Trees Seder' on
Shabbat, our Sunday School recommencing with some
new children, and our weekly classes starting its new
semester.
Get ready for an evening of fun, great entertainment,
good food and drinks when we celebrate Purim in less
than two weeks.
This year it will be on Saturday Night, 11th of March at
7.00pm. Our theme will be ‘1960’s’ so find a fancy dress
from 1960’s and come along for a fun night, we all have
some old pants and shirts from when we were
younger!!!!! We will all enjoy ‘Roxy the Amazing
Magician’, kids will love it, so bring your family and
friends.
Can I also remind everyone that you can purchase
Mezuzah, Tefillin and others Judaica in our shop, and if
we don't have what you are looking for we can order it
for you; just call Belinda in the office on 5570 1851.
Pesach is not far away, we will send you all information
within the next few weeks. We will cater for both Seder
Nights this year again. Please don't wait the last minute
to reserve your booking. Check the Pesach flyer for more
info.
Don't forget our weekly minyan and the Rabbi’s weekly
lectures every Monday night at 7.30pm. Entry from
Markwell St.
Hope to see you all in shule and in good health.
David Rebibou, President GCHC
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SYNAGOGUE NOTICES

THE GUIDE FOR JEWISH
EDUCATION FOR ALL AGES

OFFICE HOURS
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday:
8:30am – 1:00pm

Monday - weekly at 7:30pm - Assorted Topics
and Kabbalah @ the Shule’s Katranski Hall

SHOP HOURS
Monday, Wednesday , and Friday: 9:30am –
1:00pm

Thursday Talmud class - 7:00pm at the Rabbi’s
home.

SERVICE PRAYER TIMES

Shabbat afternoon Topical insights: @ 6:00pm

WEEKDAYS
Shacharit: Monday & Thursday - 6:30am
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday - 6:55am

Personalised learning with the Rabbi - Please tel.
Rabbi Gurevitch 0419 392 818

SHABBAT
Kabbalat Shabbat: Friday at 6:00pm
Shacharit: 9:00am. Shiur-class at 8:40am
Mincha and Ma’ariv: 6:00pm

Women Learning Classes with Rebbetzin Dina
Gurevitch- Please tel. 0405 100 149
Women Rosh Chodesh Group - takes place every
Jewish new month where women of all
backgrounds and affiliation come together to
learn, schmooze and enjoy a scrumptious supper
and interesting speaker. To join us please contact
our office on 5570 1851 or Rebbetzin Dina
Gurevitch on 0405 100 149

SUNDAY AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Shacharit: 8:00am
Mincha and Ma’ariv: 6:00pm

THE GOLD COAST HEBREW CONGREGATION

After School Cheder - Every Sunday during
school term from 9:30am - 11:30am. For ages
5-13

ADDRESS
34 Hamilton Ave, Surfers Paradise
P.O. Box 133. Surfers Paradise, Qld 4217

At Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation. 35 Markwell
Ave entrance, Surfers Paradise

OFFICE
Administrator - Belinda Werb
Phone: 5570 1851 Fax 5538 6712
Email: gchc@westnet.com.au

During your school hours - We come to you
Surfers Paradise State School - Every Wednesday
@ 11:50pm

RABBI NIR GUREVITCH
Mobile: 0419 392 818
Email: ngurvtch@ozemail.com.au

Benowa State School - Every Friday @ 10:00am

PRESIDENT
David Rebibou
Email: davidrebibou@icloud.com
Phone: 0449 988 398

Bellevue Park State School - Every Thursday @
1:55pm

WEBSITE: www.goldcoasthc.org.au
The articles printed in this newsletter are not necessarily the
views or policies of the GCHC. Copyright © 2017
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Experiencing Purim Today
He traveled there with his students and for several days
and nights engaged in spiritual activities that were able to
arouse G-d's mercies and avert the decree.
Afterwards, his students asked him: "Why did you have to
travel to that community? You could have carried out the
same spiritual activities in your home town."
The Baal Shem Tov answered: "If I could not save them,
then I would share their lot."
For a true Jewish leader, there is no difference between
the fate of his people and his own personal fate. On the
contrary, he has no thought of himself at all and thinks of
destiny only in terms of his people.

The Purim saga centers around two people: Mordechai
and Esther. Certainly, it was a series of Divine miracles,
but the people who set the example and provided the
catalysts to call forth those miracles were these two.
What was so unique about their conduct? When the
Megila describes the way Mordechai informed Esther of
Haman's decree, it states: "And Mordechai told her of all
that had happened to him."
But the decree was against the Jewish people as a
whole. As the king's counselor and as the uncle of the
queen, it is very likely that Mordechai could have
avoided being included in it! However, he had no
thought of that. The decree "happened to him." This is
also the tone with which he approached Esther when at
first she hesitated to join him: "Do not imagine... that
you will be able to escape in the king's palace any more
than the rest of the Jews."
Esther heard the message and risked her life for her
people.
These weren't absentee leaders, people who sat in the
back and gave advice on how to deal with difficulties;
they felt their lives were on the line and behaved
accordingly. Why? Because the most important things in
their lives were their people, and their people's mission
in the world.
Once the Baal Shem Tov had a spiritual vision of a
calamity that was to be visited on an outlying Jewish
community.

This has an effect on the people, jarring them out of their
self-concern and their involvement in their petty private
affairs and pointing their attention to their national
mission.
When a person sees a Mordechai or a Baal Shem Tov
giving up all his personal concerns for the people, that
person realizes that he too can and should focus on a goal
in life that is greater than his individual self.
And as that aspiration spreads within the Jewish people,
G-d creates an environment that allows it to happen,
even bending the natural order - if that is what is needed
be - for that to happen. This is the core of the Purim story.
With blessings and a Happy Purim,
Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
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Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation

Sunday School Cheder
Give your child the gift of a fun Jewish education that
Will remain with them forever!

Our Hebrew Sunday School

runs

every Sunday, except school holidays
from 9:30-11:30am. Join other children
attending our Cheder classes for an
educational and stimulating time. We
are located at 35 Markwell Ave, with
ample parking under our Katranski
Communal Hall.

Younger group ages 5-8
run by Dina Gurevitch
Older group age 9-13 run
by Rabbi Gurevitch

For more information and registration
contact our office on 5570 1851
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IsraelNetanyahu and Trump Must
Confront Iran, Global Threats
by John Bolton
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu met today
with President Donald Trump. While the two leaders had
a full agenda to cover — including international
terrorism, the ongoing carnage in Syria and Israel’s
continuing efforts to find peace with its neighbors —
Iran’s
nuclear-weapons
program
undoubtedly
dominated their discussions.
Rightly so. Iran’s long-standing program to develop
deliverable nuclear weapons is a palpably existential
threat to Israel and friendly Arab states in the Middle
East. Joint Iranian-North Korean work on missiles and,
quite likely, on nuclear matters demonstrates that the
threat is truly worldwide
Just before he met last week with British Prime Minister
Theresa May, Netanyahu told Israel’s cabinet that the
West needed to take a “common stand” against “Iranian
aggression.” Unfortunately, after Barack Obama’s fatally
flawed June 2015 Vienna nuclear deal with the
ayatollahs, the West has been badly divided. The Vienna
agreement’s elimination of economic sanctions against
Iran has enticed Europeans in particular to enter
extensive trade and investment dealings with Tehran.
This is precisely what Iran intended: to make it difficult,
if not impossible, to restore meaningful international
sanctions once the West realized its basic strategic
mistake in striking the deal.
As long as Obama remained president, Iran’s nuclearweapons and ballistic-missile programs had little to fear.
President Trump, however, has changed all that. The
new administration’s tough rhetoric and renewed
sanctions have demonstrated that critics of Obama’s
appeasement policy have taken command in
Washington. They now face the question of how to pull
the United States out of the hole into which Obama put
it — and how to do so as soon as possible.
Accordingly, Trump and Netanyahu can make progress
toward accomplishing several objectives. First, they
should fashion a diplomatic strategy to reconstitute the
West’s common political resolve to prevent the
ayatollahs from ever getting nuclear weapons.

President Donald Trump with Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu in Washington this week. NBC
News.
Strong rhetoric, military maneuvering and economic
sanctions all have their place, but even the nowdefunct sanctions regime had not slowed down Iran’s
nuclear and missile efforts. .
Putting a tough-minded Western coalition against Iran
back together will be hard work, but it is both vital and
urgent.
Second, and to that end, Israel and America must
enhance their intelligence-gathering capabilities and
cooperation. We already know that Iran has
significantly shredded the Vienna deal’s provisions
regarding heavy-water production and missile testing.
Since the ayatollahs’ project to obtain deliverable
nuclear weapons has been an animating desire of their
regime since the Islamic Revolution of 1979, we can
safely assume that they are still at it, and that they are
likely violating many other provisions of the Vienna
deal.
We can also infer that Obama gave very low priority to
uncovering and investigating Iranian breaches.
Undoubtedly, there is fertile ground for Trump and the
Israeli government to compare notes on what nefarious
actions Iran has taken since the Vienna deal.
Moreover, we know that Iran and North Korea, the two
leading rogue states, have cooperated for more than
25 years on ballistic missiles, and there is compelling
anecdotal evidence that they are similarly cooperating
on nuclear matters. Working with South Korea, Japan
and others, America and Israel must do far more to
investigate these potential linkages.
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Continue….

Netanyahu and Trump Must
Confront Iran, Global Threats
Third, Trump and Netanyahu must address how to
eradicate ISIS without enhancing Iran’s influence across
the Middle East. Obama’s approach to ISIS, a slowmotion campaign that could have taken years to reach
its objectives, actually strengthened Tehran’s hand in
the region, along with its surrogates and allies, such as
Hezbollah, the Assad regime and the current Baghdad
government.
Even if ISIS could be ultimately defeated under Obama’s
approach, Iran would emerge the real victor. Trump has
already ordered the Pentagon to review US military
options.He should develop a comprehensive political
framework into which the new military strategy will fit.
The Trump presidency has the potential to change
overnight the last eight years of American retreat from
the Middle East and from the great global threats of our
time, such as nuclear proliferation. Not all of these
problems could have been or were resolved in one
meeting, but the importance of the encounter between
Netanyahu and Trump cannot be overemphasized.

Mezuzah Campaign
Protecting Jewish Homes
With Tradition

~~~~~~~~
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation has
embarked on a campaign to reach out to as
many Jewish homes in our community with
the intention of having your Mezuzah
checked or a new one to be placed. Rabbi
Nir Gurevitch has already visited many
homes and is available to visit your home or
business.
The mezuzah is one of the unique divine
commandments for which the Torah states
its reward - long life for oneself and one's
children. Additionally we are assured that a
kosher mezuzah will protect the house and
those living in it wherever they may be.
For more information please contact our
Shule on 55 701 851 or Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
on 0419 392 818. Please note that our
Shule’s Judaica shop features a wide variety
of beautiful Mezuzah cases to choose from.

John Bolton, a senior fellow at the American Enterprise
Institute, was the US permanent representative to the
United Nations and, previously, the undersecretary of
State for arms control and international security.
This article was originally published by The Pittsburgh
Tribune Review
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ArchaeologyNew Dead Sea Scroll cave found
near Qumran, but scrolls are gone
BY ILAN BEN ZION

Fragments of shattered jars believed to have contained stolen Dead
Sea scrolls, found in cave 12 near Qumran. (Casey L. Olson and Oren
Gutfeld, Hebrew University)

The dig in the cliffs west of Qumran, situated over the
Green Line in the West Bank, was headed by Hebrew
University’s Oren Gutfeld and Ahiad Ovadia with the
collaboration of Randall Price and students from Virginia’s
Liberty University.
Empty storage jars and a scrap of parchment unearthed
in dig carried out by Hebrew U, IAA at site apparently
looted in the 1940s.
Over 60 years after the first excavations at Qumran,
researchers from Hebrew University said Wednesday
that they identified a twelfth cave near Qumran they
believe contained Dead Sea Scrolls until it was plundered
in the middle of the 20th century.
The latest excavation was conducted by Hebrew
University and the Israel Antiquities Authority under the
auspices of the IDF’s Civil Administration.
It yielded no new scrolls, but archaeologists found a
small scrap of parchment in a jar and a collection of at
least seven storage jugs identical to those found in the
other Qumran caves.
Altogether there was “no doubt we have a new scroll
cave,” Oren Gutfeld, head archaeologist from the dig,
told The Times of Israel. “Only the scrolls themselves are
not there.”
Remnant of scroll found in a cave near Qumran after it
was removed from jar (Casey L. Olson and Oren Gutfeld,
Hebrew University). The bit of parchment and other
organic remains have been dated to the first century CE,
when the community at Qumran was active during the
twilight of the Second Temple period. Pickaxes from the
1940s, a smoking gun from the Bedouin plunderers who
dug in the cave, were found along with the ancient
remains.

Fragments of shattered jars believed to have contained
stolen Dead Sea scrolls, found in cave 12 near Qumran.
(Casey L. Olson and Oren Gutfeld, Hebrew University).
“This exciting excavation is the closest we’ve come to
discovering new Dead Sea Scrolls in 60 years,” Gutfeld
said. “Until now, it was accepted that Dead Sea Scrolls
were found only in 11 caves at Qumran, but now there is
no doubt that this is the twelfth cave.”
At the same time, Gutfeld said, the cave’s association with
the Dead Sea Scrolls means “we can no longer be certain
that the original locations (Caves 1 through 11) attributed
to the Dead Sea Scrolls that reached the market via the
Bedouins are accurate.”
The first batch of ancient scrolls plundered from caves
near the shores of the Dead Sea were purchased by Israeli
scholars from the black market in 1947, and additional
texts surfaced in the years following in excavations in the
Jordanian-held West Bank and for sale on the black
market. After Israel captured the West Bank in 1967,
many of the scrolls stored in the Rockefeller Museum in
East Jerusalem were transferred to the Israel Museum.
Altogether, the nearly 1,000 ancient Jewish texts dated to
the Second Temple period comprise a vast corpus of
historical and religious documents that include the
earliest known copies of biblical texts.
Roughly a quarter of the manuscripts are made up of
material belonging to the Hebrew Bible, while another
quarter detail the Qumran community’s unique
philosophy.
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Personal Growth near

The various scrolls and scroll fragments are identified by
the cave they were believed to be stored in over the
centuries. The new cave’s discovery shakes things up.
“How can we know for sure that they only came from 11
caves? For sure there were 12 caves, and maybe more,”
Gutfeld said.
Among the other finds discovered in the cavern, now
designated Q12 to denote its inclusion in the Qumran
cave complex, were a leather strap for binding scrolls
and a cloth for wrapping them, the university said in a
statement announcing the find. Other discoveries
included flint blades, arrowheads, and a carnelian stamp
seal, all of which point to the cave’s inhabitation as far
back as the Chalcolithic and the Neolithic periods.

What to do when you make a mistake
These two methods developed by the Kabbalists,
will revolutionise the way that you handle mistake
With any mistake, personal or professional, there are
two things that you can do to turn it into a productive
moment. The phrase “fail better” has become a meme,
which is, culturally, a step in the right direction.
However, the Kabbalists had already detailed how one
should fail better, by understanding that the inner “soul”
of a mistake is a seed and opportunity for greater
growth, and there are two methods that they passed
down to us how to bring this seed to fruition. These two
methods will revolutionize the way that you handle
making mistakes.
The First Method: Unleash the Possibilities
Living a successful life requires both taking risks and
playing by the rules. Following the rules keeps us in line
with our missions, but risk is necessary to move forward.
The outcome of risk is possibilities — possibilities that
are more powerful than the outcome of strictly staying
on track.

A stamp seal made of carnelian found in a cave near
Qumran in 2017. (Casey L. Olson and Oren Gutfeld,
Hebrew University)
Experts at the Dead Sea Scroll Laboratories in Jerusalem
found no writing on the scrap of parchment found in the
jar, but they plan to carry out multispectral imaging of
the artifact to reveal any ink invisible to the naked eye.
The Q12 study was carried out as part of the IAA’s
efforts to systematically excavate Judean Desert caves
that may hold ancient scroll caches in a bid to foil
antiquities theft. The expedition to Qumran was the first
of its kind in the northern Judean Desert.
The IAA announced in November that it was launching a
massive project to find as yet undiscovered Dead Sea
Scrolls in the desert. Last summer an IAA team
excavated the Cave of the Skulls in Zeelim Valley after
the antiquities watchdog caught thieves in the act.
Gutfeld said he and his team “absolutely” plan to survey
more caves in the region of Qumran in the coming
months to determine where else to dig.

When you make a mistake, allow that to unleash new
possibilities. Build resources from your mistake. Take the
elements of destabilization that the mistake introduced
and use them for the greatest profit. Instead of trying to
sweep all the fallout of your mistake under the rug, take
each piece of it and turn it into a catalyst for growth; do
something productive with it.
The Second Method: Elevate the Mistake
In addition to growing from the mistake, transform the
very mistake into an asset by learning from it. When
you’ve departed from what’s “right”, take yourself to a
higher level, whether it is higher level professionally or
in personal relationships. If you had followed the rules
and not made a mistake, you wouldn’t have the
opportunity to discover new insights and experiences
that only your mistake could have taught you.
You’ve opened an opportunity for yourself to exceed
expectations, now that you’ve transgressed them. Take
your passion for good and lift up your mistake to a
solution or possibility that is far greater than the rules
you broke.
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Spirituality The Hidden Script of Your Life
By Simon Jacobson, MLC

In truth, it turns out that this becomes a critical juncture
that changed the course of history! Had the king slept
peacefully (and why shouldn’t he?), he would not have
been reminded of Mordechai saving his life and the rest
of the narrative would never have unfolded as it had.
The Purim story – and the story behind the story –
teaches us how to look at our lives in a completely new
and revolutionary way.

Many important events mark our lives. But what value
or significance would you attribute to a trivial
experience, like, say, a case of insomnia?
On a broader scale how do you see your overall life: Is
your life disjointed or cohesive? As you live from day to
day, do you ever feel that in your struggle for survival
you may be missing the bigger picture? Does the
minutiae of your schedule (work, pressures) shroud your
larger priorities – like finding love and building a
relationship? In time of pain and anguish, are you able to
recognize that these dark moments may be part of a
greater story? Can you see the thread that connects the
fragments of your journey, or do you just move from
moment to moment, trying to make the best of what
comes your way?
Well, Purim teaches us a thing or two about the
seemingly random events in our lives. The great codifier
of Jewish law Maharil (Rabbi Yaakov Halevi, 1360-1427)
writes, that the Megillah reader raises his voice when he
begins reading the words in the Megiilah (the scroll read
on Purim relating the entire Purim story) “that night the
king’s sleep was disturbed,” because the primary Purim
miracle begins at this point.
Due to his insomnia, the king ordered that the book of
chronicles, which recorded the history of the king’s
reign, be brought and read to him. The story they read
was how Mordechai, a while back, had saved the king’s
life from an assassination attempt. This evoked the
king’s appreciation to reward Mordechai, which began a
series of events, as related in the Megillah, which led to
the Purim miracle rescuing the entire Jewish nation from
annihilation.
This reflects one of the most powerful themes of Purim:
What you see is not what you get. On the surface level,
the king’s restless night – as well as many other
seemingly unrelated and insignificant events in the story
– would be dismissed as a trivial fluke.

The Talmud says: “On who reads the Megillah backwards
has not fulfilled the mitzvah.” Why in the world would
anyone want to read the story backwards?! The Baal
Shem Tov explains the statement this way: Anyone who
reads the Purim narrative as if it happened “back when”
in the past (in effect, reading the story backwards, with
the end being closer to us than the beginning), has not
fulfilled the mitzvah, which demands of us to read and see
the story as if it is unfolding and playing itself out today,
from the beginning of the story till its conclusion.
The story of Purim is the story of our lives. Our lives, just
like the Purim narrative, is driven by a hidden script,
which is hard to recognize at the time, but in retrospect
patterns emerge as we discover the underlying narrative
that leads to salvation. A bigger picture takes shape from
the connecting dots of seemingly disconnected events,
including the smallest details that we may completely
ignore and disregard due to their triviality.
Imagine: A man can’t fall asleep and the destiny of a
people is changed forever! How many other quirky details
in existence are affecting our very lives as we speak?
Long before Kierkegaard wrote that “you can only
understand life backwards, but we must live it forwards,”
we have the story of Purim that tells us about the
mysterious internal drama that shapes our outer lives. Gd’s name is never mentioned in the entire Megillah,
emphasizing that the Divine Choreographer remains
behind the scenes, even as He orchestrates a series of
events, which may appear random to us, when in fact
they are frames of a larger drama unfolding.
Purim teaches us how to discern the hidden narrative
playing itself out in our lives today. How to see the forest
for the trees. It helps us transcend the moment and
connect it to the birds’ eye vision of your life story.
So the next time you cannot sleep – or experience some
else seemingly trivial – you never know: It may be the
beginning of your salvation.
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PESACH

BH

The Gold Coast Hebrew
Congregation invites you to
experience the Holiday warmth,
songs , lively atmosphere, and a
delicious Passover Feast

Welcoming everyone

SEDER

First Seder:
Monday Evening, 10 April, at 6:30pm
Second Seder:
Tuesday Evening, 11 April, at 6:30pm
At the Katranski Communal Hall,
34 Hamilton Ave. Surfers Paradise.
For more info & booking please contact our office
Tel. 5570 1851 or email: gchc@westnet.com.au
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Prices are per person only:
$80.00: Member
$90.00: Non- Member
Students : $60.00
Children: $50
Please book early as seats are
limited.

RSVP by 3 April, 2017

Your Purim Guide
2017-5777
Purim begins this year on Saturday evening, March 11,
2017, and continues through Sunday night, March 12.
What follows is a brief step-by-step guide to Purim
observance. We have also included links to additional
Purim resources.

At the feast, Esther revealed to the king her Jewish
identity. Haman was hanged, Mordechai was appointed
prime minister in his stead, and a new decree was
issued—granting the Jews the right to defend
themselves against their enemies.

About Purim

On the 13th of Adar the Jews mobilized and killed many
of their enemies. On the 14th of Adar they rested and
celebrated. Your Purim To-Do List

The festival of Purim is celebrated every year on the
14th of the Hebrew month of Adar. It commemorates
the salvation of the Jewish people in ancient Persia from
Haman’s plot “to destroy, kill and annihilate all the Jews,
young and old, infants and women, in a single day.”

1)

Listen to the Megillah

The Story in a Nutshell
The Persian empire of the 4th century BCE extended
over 127 lands, and all the Jews were its subjects. When
King Ahasuerus had his wife, Queen Vashti, executed for
failing to follow his orders, he orchestrated a beauty
pageant to find a new queen. A Jewish girl, Esther, found
favor in his eyes and became the new queen—though
she refused to divulge the identity of her nationality.
Meanwhile, the anti-Semitic Haman was appointed
prime minister of the empire. Mordechai, the leader of
the Jews (and Esther’s cousin), defied the king’s orders
and refused to bow to Haman. Haman was incensed and
convinced the king to issue a decree ordering the
extermination of all the Jews on the 13th of Adar—a
date chosen by a lottery Haman made.
Mordechai galvanized all the Jews, convincing them to
repent, fast and pray to G‑d. Meanwhile, Esther asked
the king and Haman to join her for a feast.

To relive the miraculous events of Purim, listen to the
reading of the megillah (the Scroll of Esther) twice:
once on Purim eve, Saturday, March 11, 2017, and
again on Purim day, Sunday, March 12.
To properly fulfill the mitzvah, it is crucial to hear every
single word of the megillah.
At certain points in the reading where Haman’s name is
mentioned, it is customary to twirl graggers (Purim
noisemakers) and stamp one’s feet to “eradicate” his
evil name. Tell the children that Purim is the only time
when it’s a mitzvah to make noise!
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Your Purim Guide
2) Give to the Needy (Matanot La’Evyonim)
Concern for the needy is a year-round responsibility; but
on Purim it is a special mitzvah to remember the poor.

In the morning service there is a special reading from
the Torah scroll in the synagogue (Exodus 17:8–
16).Purim Customs: Masquerades and Hamantashen
A time-honoured Purim custom is for children to dress
up and disguise themselves —an allusion to the fact
that the miracle of Purim was disguised in natural
garments. This is also the significance behind a
traditional Purim food, the hamantash—a pastry whose
filling is hidden within a three-cornered crust.

Give charity to at
least
two
(but
preferably
more)
needy individuals
on
Purim
day,
March 12.

Pre- and Post-Purim Observances
The mitzvah is best
fulfilled by giving
directly to the
needy. If, however, you cannot find poor people, place
at least two coins into a charity box. As with the other
mitzvahs of Purim, even small children should be taught
to fulfill this mitzvah.

Torah Reading of Zachor - On the Shabbat before
Purim (this year, March 11), a special reading is held in
the synagogue. We read the Torah section called
Zachor (“Remember”), in which we are enjoined to
remember the deeds of (the nation of) Amalek
(Haman’s ancestor) who sought to destroy the Jewish
people.

3) Send Food Portions to Friends (Mishloach Manot)
On Purim we emphasize the importance of Jewish unity
and friendship by sending gifts of food to friends.

The Fast of Esther -

On Purim day, March 12 , send a
gift of at least two kinds of ready-toeat foods (e.g., pastry, fruit,
beverage) to at least one friend.
Men should send to men, and
women to women. It is preferable
that the gifts be delivered via a third
party. Children, in addition to
sending their own gifts of food to
their friends, make enthusiastic
messengers.

The “Half Coins” (Machatzit HaShekel) -

4) Eat, Drink and Be Merry
Purim should be celebrated with a special festive meal
on Purim day, at which family and friends gather
together to rejoice in the Purim spirit. It is a mitzvah to
drink wine or other inebriating drinks at this meal.
Special Prayers - Al HaNissim,
Torah reading
On Purim we include the Al
Hanisim
prayer, which
describes the Purim miracle, in
the evening, morning and
afternoon prayers, as well as in
the Grace After Meals.

To commemorate the prayer and fasting that the
Jewish people held during the Purim story, we fast on
the day before Purim. This year we fast on Thursday,
March 9. The fast begins approximately an hour before
sunrise, and lasts until nightfall at 6:35pm.

It is a tradition to give three coins in “half”
denominations e.g., three half-dollar coins to charity, to
commemorate the half-shekel that each Jew
contributed as his share in the communal offerings in
the time of the Holy Temple. This custom, usually
performed in the synagogue, is done on the afternoon
of the “Fast of Esther,” or before the reading of the
Megillah.
Shushan Purim In certain ancient walled cities—Jerusalem is the
primary example—Purim is observed not on the 14th of
Adar (the date of its observance everywhere else), but
on the 15th of Adar. This is to commemorate that fact
that in the ancient walled city of Shushan, where the
battles between the Jews and their enemies extended
for an additional day, the original Purim celebration
was held on the 15th of Adar. It is a day of joy and
celebration also in those places where it is not
observed as the actual Purim.
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Word soon travelled to Church authorities, and the girl
found herself summoned to the official Inquisitor and
interrogated.

The Shocking True Story behind
Spielberg’s Next Film
by Dr. Yvette Alt Miller
With Papal consent, Edgardo Mortara, a Jewish child, was
ripped from his family and raised as a Catholic in 19th
century Italy.
Steven Spielberg’s next film focuses on a little-known
tragedy that ripped apart a Jewish family in Italy.
Based on The Kidnapping of Edgardo Mortara, a 1997
book by David Kertzer, it is the shocking story of a Jewish
boy taken from his family in pre-unification Italy, with the
blessing of Pope Pius IX.
Even though it seems like something from Medieval
times, this happened in modern times; Edgardo lived until
1940.
In the 1850s, Bologna was the second city of the Papal
States, an area of central Italy ruled by the Pope.
Although many Italians were pressing for change, the city
remained under sway of Church leaders. Bologna’s small
Jewish community of 200 faced intense anti-Semitism and
kept a low profile. In order not to draw attention to
themselves, they had neither a community rabbi nor a
synagogue.
Momolo and Marianna Mortara lived in the center of the
city and employed a series of local teenagers to help look
after apartment and children. In 1853, the Mortaras’
housekeeper was 14 year old Anna Morisi. She’d moved
into their home a few months after their son Edgardo was
born. Morisi took a liking to the little Jewish baby: when
Edgardo became ill at the age of one, the teenager told
the local grocer that he was a handsome baby and she’d
be sad to see him die. The grocer suggested that she
baptize the child – maybe that would help cure him.
The young babysitter didn’t know how to baptize anyone,
but she improvised, throwing a glass of water on him and
saying some words that she soon forgot. “I figured that it
wasn’t of any importance since I had done it without
really knowing what I was doing,” she later recalled.
But years later, the babysitter casually mentioned to a
friend what she’d done to a Jewish boy she’d once looked
after.

Edgardo Mortara (right) with his mother and brother, c.
1880
The reaction of the Church was swift. The night of
Wednesday, June 23, 1858, Papal Police descended on
the Mortaras’ apartment and demanded to see all their
children. Terrified, the Mortaras woke up their sleeping
kids. Soon, seven exhausted children were assembled
before the police: twin 11-year-old girls Ernesta and
Erminia, 10-year-old August, nine-year-old Arnoldo, sixyear-old Edgardo, four-year-old Ercole, and baby Imelda.
“Your son Edgardo has been baptized,” the chief Papal
policeman declared, “and I have been ordered to take him
with me.”
Weeping, both of Edgardo’s parents fell to their knees
before the officer, begging for his mercy. A Jewish
neighbor rushed to see what the commotion was about.
“I saw a distraught mother, bathed in tears, and a father
who was tearing out his hair, while the children were
down on their knees begging the policemen for mercy. It
was a scene so moving I can’t begin to describe it.”
As the family’s screams echoed through the
neighborhood, local Jewish residents and some members
of the Papal guard went to the local Inquisitor to see if he
would change his mind. After 24 grueling hours, the
answer came: having been baptized, Edgardo Mortara
was now a Christian, and as such could not possibly be
left to be raised by Jews. The next day, June 24, 1858, the
little boy was torn from his mother’s arms forever.
Edgardo was brought to Rome. His kidnapping was
attracting much attention.
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The Shocking True Story behind
Spielberg’s Next Film
Eager to deflect criticism, Church officials put out an
official version of Edgardo’s journey: immediately after
being removed from his parents, they declared, Edgardo
became a devout Catholic, asking to stop in towns along
the way so he could see their churches. In reality, Edgardo
later recalled sobbing for his parents. (He was falsely told
they’d be waiting for him in Rome.) When he asked for
the mezuzah he normally wore on a chain around his
neck, he was given a crucifix to wear instead.
In Rome, Edgardo was raised in the House of
Catechumens, a home for new converts to Catholicism,
including some Jews brought there against their will. In
the mid-1800s, it was illegal for Jews to approach the
building or communicate with those inside. One Jew was
arrested for merely looking through a window. Edgardo’s
parents journeyed to Rome and after many months of
pleading they were able to see their son briefly. Edgardo
told his mother that he continued to say the Shema
prayer every night.
Pope Pius IX himself took a personal interest in Edgardo
Mortara. Despite mounting international pressure against
the kidnapping, the Pope regarded himself as Edgardo’s
“new” father and refused to return the child, nor even
have any contact again with his parents. By the time he
was 13, after seven years of intense Catholic education,
Edgardo took an additional name Pio, in honor of the
Pope. When he came of age, turning 21 in 1873, Edgardo
was ordained a Catholic priest.
In 1878, Edgardo’s mother Marianna visited him,
reestablishing contact after years of being forbidden to
see her son. Marianna found Edgardo changed. He now
ardently wished to convert Jews, especially his family, to
Catholicism. When Marianna died in 1890, Italian
newspapers ran sensational accounts of her supposed
conversion to Catholicism at the insistence of her
illustrious priest son. Rather than bask in these reports,
Edgardo took pains to let the world know the truth: “I
have always ardently desired that my mother embrace
the Catholic faith, and I tried many times to get her to do
so. However, that never happened, and although I stood
beside her during her last illness, along with my brothers
and sisters, she never showed any sign of converting.”

The family stayed in touch. Edgardo’s great nephew
Gustavo Latis told The Times of Israel in 2014 that for over
a century, a picture of Edgardo stood in his family home
with the dedication under it: “My blessed, beloved
mother! May God keep you happy to the affection of your
beloved son Pio-Edgardo, who loves you very much.
Venice 15/XI/81”.

Latis recalls Edgardo visiting his home, hanging his big
black priest’s hat in their hall. His grandmother Imelda,
Edgardo’s youngest sister, was “very attached to
Judaism,” he recalls. “She always made sure that we
would fast on Yom Kippur and celebrate Pesach, and she
loved cooking Jewish dishes….” Despite her strong
commitment to her Jewish faith, Imelda continued to stay
in touch with her brother. But she was careful around her
brother. Her grandson recalls, “Although the fraternal
affection between them never ceased, my grandmother
was very cautious around him. She feared his preaching,
especially for us children.”

Gustavo Latis holds a framed portrait of Edgardo (Rossella
Tercatin/The Times of Israel)
Many of Edgardo’s Jewish relatives died in the Holocaust.
Living in Belgium during World War II, Edgardo himself
would have found his conversion to Catholicism
insufficient to save him and might have been deported,
had he not died in 1940, months before Germany’s
invasion of Belgium, at the age of 88.
Steven Spielberg is currently casting the movie around the
world and thousands of parents are excited about the
prospect of having their child selected. Learning about
this horrific story can help us appreciate that this was a
real person and perhaps reminds us not to take our
children’s Jewish upbringing for granted.
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Hidden Gems:
The Journey of a Child Holocaust
Survivor - Mr. John Leff
part 2
Jozek was only two years old in late July of 1942 when
he and his mother Tonka along with the other Ghetto
Jews were collected and marched to Staroniwa station
by the Polish police to board the train, 100 to 120 people
per cattle car, to be taken to the Belzec death camp.
While they stood together on the train platform in the
confusion, Uncle Moshe, Tonka’s brother, lured Jozek
from his Mother’s side, using only finger gestures to
communicate. Even though Jozek was young, he
understood that he had to crawl to safety.
A Polish police officer pretended to not notice, and
walked away rather than punish them both. This
glimmer of humanity in the darkness of Nazi hate was
Jozec’s second miracle that day. While his uncle’s arrival
and luring was a miracle on its own, his life was
ultimately spared by the police officer’s inaction.
Very few children would survive the war years because
they were especially targeted for “children’s actions” by
the Nazi’s. They were to be killed in order to prevent
future generations of Jews, and reduce the number of
“useless eaters” in the ghettos. Jozek’s good fortune
meant he was able to be whisked away to safety.
As Warsaw ghetto historian Emanuel Ringelblum wrote
in 1942, “Even in the most barbaric times, a human
spark glowed in the rudest heart, and children were
spared. But the Hitlerian beast is quite different. It
would devour the dearest of us, those who arouse the
greatest compassion—our innocent children.” (United
States Holocaust Museum).
Jozek’s mother Tonka was not so lucky, she was
transported to the death camp where she is believed to
have been murdered along with her friends, family,
neighbors and so many others, simply for being Jewish.
Jozek never knew his father, and now would lose his
mother forever. Even his memories would soon become
vague or be replaced by those of his new life.
Uncle Moshe, was the 5th of 8 children, and was much
too young to be a father but he now had his two-yearold nephew’s safety to worry about in the midst of a war
targeting Jews and those who sheltered them. He was
taking great risks and eventually would go to great
expense for his and his nephew’s safety.

For a short time, he hid Jozek in the home of his close
friend Shalom Steinhoff, but feared that the Polish police
would notify the Germans.
He arranged to pay a Polish Catholic family, the
Prenkoski’s, to raise Jozek as their own, until the end of
the war when he and young Jozek could be re-united. As
was common in these times, the Prenkoski’s had to
relocate to avoid having anyone notice their sudden
acquisition of a 2 year old child. They moved from their
home in Rzeszow to Sopot on the Baltic Sea (Gulf of
Gdansk) and made a new home with their newest family
member.
“The willingness or ability of the non-Jewish populations
to rescue Jewish lives never matched the Nazis' vehement
desire to destroy them”. In fact the Nazis discouraged
rescue by portraying Jews as carriers of disease and by
threatening severe penalties for those caught helping
them.
(United States Holocaust Museum Module
Id=10006126).
In fact, many hidden children were abandoned or
reported to the authorities in exchange for money. Jozek
was luckier than many, as against incredible odds, the
Prenkoski’s made the perilous decision to risk all and
provide a stable and caring home for Josek.
Jozek had a good life in those years, despite the war,
Jozek was loved and well cared for. As his earliest
memories faded, Mrs. Prenkoski became the only Mother
he really knew. She was especially fond of Jozek and
taught him everything he needed to know to survive the
Nazi massacre of the Jews.
“Children posing as Christians had to carefully conceal
their Jewish identity from inquisitive neighbors,
classmates, informers, blackmailers, and the police. Even
a momentary lapse in language or behavior could expose
the child, and the rescuer, to danger”. (United States
Holocaust Museum Module Id=10006125).
Jozek loved his new mother and father as well… and
never questioned his new Catholic identity. Despite his
new life, the war continued to bring fear and panic to the
family. Jozek was taught to hide under the bed whenever
someone unexpected came to the door. He was not
allowed to play with other children, and so only played
indoors by himself. Uncle Moshe visited occasionally and
one memorable Christmas Eve left an assortment of
wooden toys under the bed for Jozek. Jozek had been
torn from his former life and was now living life with no
playmates. His toys and imaginary friends would have to
fill his time. Occasionally the family would visit friends
who lived on a farm.
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Jozek would enjoy the animals with innocent
enthusiasm. Jozek enjoyed these visits very much and
remembered the glimpses of an almost normal
childhood fondly.
In 1945 after the war was over, Jozek was a regular 5
year old, with real friends, toys, and a loving family. He
was now allowed to play outside with other children.
The children would play with discarded bullets found
lying on the street, smashing them between rocks to
make them go pop. One grazed Jozek in the stomach…
leaving him with a scar he still wears to this day. One day
when a horse and cart passed by with two young men on
it, he heard one say to the other in a derogatory
manner, “Zidek” which means Jew in Polish. Jozek flew
like the bullets on the street had done not so long
before, running straight towards the safety of a friend’s
place. Thankfully, the two gave up chasing him before
they realized there was nobody home to come to Jozek’s
defense. Jozek was never so scared, and exhausted.
Times were still very difficult for many and didn’t get
better for some time. Victims of the war years were
trying to pick up the pieces of their lives and Jozek
remembers the common sight of children in the streets
begging for food. One night there was a knock on the
door and his Mom, Mrs. Prenkoski answered the door to
find a young boy around 10 years old who was hungry
and asking for food. She invited him into the house, sat
him at the kitchen table and fed him a meal. She asked
him a few questions, to which he gave abbreviated
answers in between bites, and while 5 yr. old Jozek sat
watching and listening he began to feel desperately
sorry for the young visitor. He very much wanted to help
this boy, and asked his mom if he could stay with them.
Mrs. Prenkoski, packaged up some food and sent the
boy home, explaining that they could not keep him.
The war was over but the fear and danger was not. For
Jozek’s life would again change forever. Uncle Moshe
came to take him back from his new family. Mrs.
Prenkoski had come to love her young adopted
houseguest. She was not about to part with him, at least
not without a fight. Uncle Moshe knew just what to do.
Poland in 1945, under Russian communist rule, law and
order were largely absent. As long as you had money,
you could get what you wanted. Uncle Moshe bribed
officials to remove his nephew from the Prenkoski
home.

Jozek was taken, kicking, screaming and crying for his
family. Children like Jozek, who had been very young
when they were placed into hiding, knew their rescuers as
their only family. They had little or no memory of their
biological parents or knowledge of their Jewish origins.
Jozek’s uncle, must have intended to make a good home
for his new ward or he would have left Jozek where he
was with the only family he knew. Now that he had his
sister’s child in his care, he endeavored to teach Jozek all
that he ought to know about himself. His real name was
Blok, and he was JEWISH. “I am not Jewish”, Jozek
protested, “Jews are as bad as Germans”. This was all a
bit much for a kidnapped five year old to comprehend. He
had a new Father now and had to get used to a new
Mother too, as now Moshe had a new wife Helen. Jozek
did not take happily to his new family; he was old enough
now to miss his old life and had come into this one in a
very unpleasant way.
Occasional reminders of his happy past made adjusting to
his new life even more painful and difficult. One day while
riding on the streetcar with Uncle Moshe and Aunt Helen,
Uncle Moshe jumped up to talk to a woman he
recognized. While Jozek, left sitting with Aunt Helen,
watched with childlike curiosity, his heart began to
pound. It was her, his Mom, Mrs. Prenkoski, and now
having spotted her wide-eyed child Jozek, she was
determined to re-claim him. She desperately wanted him
back. While Uncle Moshe convinced the woman away
using intimidation and physical coercion, Jozek glimpsed
his loving Mom, for the very last time. What Jozek did not
know, was that a deal was struck allowing Mrs. Prenkoski
to continue to watch him grow from a distance in order to
save him from any further unnecessary emotional
turmoil. Uncle Moshe and Aunt Helen continued to raise
Jozek posing as his Mother and Father, and Mrs.
Prenkoski continued to watch him grow – from a distance
- until the Blok family left Europe.
Life with Uncle Moshe and Aunt Helen was not always
easy. The war had taken its toll on both of them. Uncle
Moshe was dealing with the loss of his parents,
grandparents and 5 of his siblings but had saved his
sister’s child and more than anything wanted to make a
safe home for his new family. He wasn’t always sure just
how to do it. And his simmering despair sometimes
exploded into reckless anger.
He moved the family to Krakow, but the communist rule
and unstable and unfriendly environment contributed to
his own moments of instability. It was during their sort
stay in Krakow that Josek witnessed Uncle Moshe and two
other men (later learned to be Moshe’s only surviving
brothers Romek and Eliezer) in a heated discussion about
a pistol that Uncle Moshe was waving around
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For 5 year old Josek the sight of his new caregiver
waving around a gun was terrifying. Eventually, the
commotion gave way to a calm after a sensible
conclusion to the discussion was found. Despite his
demons, Uncle Moshe was prepared to do the right
thing and find a safe home for his wife and nephew.
They soon moved to Czechoslovakia which was also
under communist rule. Their stay there was longer but a
clear plan began to crystalize. They were going to make
their way to New York where the economy was bustling
and people were free, and where the United Nations
was soon to make its first permanent home. Their time
in Czechoslovakia was to be temporary, until passage to
America could be secured.
Jozek attended school in Czechoslovakia for one year. It
was hard. He hated being teased and laughed at because
he did not speak the language, so he learned to
communicate a little in Czech. He hated being the oldest
boy in the class as he had been held back. Mostly he
hated feeling unsettled and unwanted.
Aunt Helen was uncomfortable with having to pretend
Jozek was her son. She was too young to have a son his
age, she believed. Jozek often overheard his Aunt Helen
talking in Yiddish, about how he is not really her son, “he
is my husband’s nephew” she would say. Jozek did not
speak Yiddish but after hearing the story repeated many
times learned the meaning of what she said.
Occasionally Uncle Moshe would ask Jozek to write a
line or two, on a letter bound for an “uncle” in America.
In those days any family friend was called an uncle, so
Jozek wasn’t ever sure if his uncle in America really was
a relative. But each time Uncle Moshe asked, Jozek
would add his line, and off the letter went.
Jozek never knew the identity of the mystery uncle in
America and as he got older wondered if there really
was an uncle. From the Czech Republic, they traveled to
Marseilles, France where they stayed for six weeks,
waiting for passage overseas.
Uncle Moshe began to worry about the consequences of
moving to America when he learned that Jozek’s Uncle
Philip in New York, now aware of Jozek’s survival,
wanted to claim custody of his brother’s son and raise
him himself.

Uncle Philip would have had the resources and the
strength of American law behind him and Uncle Moshe
knew he would have a difficult time fighting for Jozek in
America.
It happened that a ship bound for Australia was preparing
to leave Marseilles. Uncle Moshe gained entry through a
last minute sponsorship by his uncle Dexter Kalb who was
now living in Melbourne, and decided that Melbourne,
Australia would be the family’s new home. Jozek still
didn’t know for sure, but he began to suspect that he
really did have an uncle in New York.
In August of 1948, when Jozek was eight years old, the
Blok family boarded a barely seaworthy, overcrowded
ship, bound for an uncertain future in a distant and widely
undomesticated land. The voyage on the SS Derna was
shared by holocaust survivors with all sorts of experiences
from all over Europe, Jewish orphans, Nazi collaborators,
Communist followers and those who fled from them all.
The adventure tested and prepared its passengers for
their future in a wild and hopefully wonderful Australia.
The 3 month journey saw the conditions on board go
from poor to appalling. Tempers flared, and violence
simmered, and yet for these passengers, many of whom
had suffered great loss….this voyage brought hope. It was
an opportunity to rebuild and begin new lives
(Armstrong).
The rules about bringing currency into Australia were
unclear and things were happening very quickly…so in
order to bring what money he had to Australia, Uncle
Moshe purchased a small cache of exquisite
Czechoslovakian crystal, some ornamented with gold, to
sell upon their arrival. The Australians however, did not
appreciate the value of the beautiful crystal the way it
would have been valued in Europe and so it was never
sold. It has remained in the family ever since.
A New Home
The Blok family arrived in Melbourne, Australia,
November 5, 1948. They chose Melbourne, to be near
Moshe’s uncle Dexter Kalb, a Chazzan (Cantor) that sings
the prayers. Upon their first meeting, Dexter’s daughter
Rita, asked young Jozek his name. “Jozek” he replied.
“That will never do” she said, “your name will be John”.
And from that moment forward…except for Uncle Moshe
and Aunt Helen, Jozek was called John.

To be continued.
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History Christopher Columbus, Secret Jew
What is the evidence that Columbus
was a Jew? by Barbara Penn
On February 15, 1493, Christopher Columbus sent out a
letter to the European world revealing for the first time
his discovery of America. His finding was the first step into
a new world, which would become the symbol of religious
tolerance and freedom. The real identity of Christopher
Columbus sheds new light on the poignancy of this
historical period, especially for the Jews.

Linguistics professor Estelle Irizarry, after analyzing the
language of hundreds of similar letters concluded that it
was written in Castilan Spanish or Ladino, a Jewish version
of the Spanish language, analogous to what the Yiddish
language is to German.
Another revelation is in the mysterious monogram found
on his the letters, written right to left. To quote Semitic
linguist Maurice David, who discovered the meaning of
the symbols, “On all of these... intimate letters the
attentive reader can plainly see at the left top corner a
little monogram which is... in fact, nothing more…. than
an old Hebrew greeting….frequently used among religious
Jews all over the world even to this day”. The symbol he
was referring to were the Hebrew letters bet and heh,
which we know to stand for b'ezrat Hashem, or with
God's help. Not surprisingly, Columbus' letter to the King
and Queen was the only one of his 13 letters studied that
did not contain this symbol.
Three of the wishes in Columbus' will and testament also
lend a number of telling clues to his identity. One request
in his will was that one-tenth of his income be given as
charity to provide dowry for poor girls, a commonly
practiced Jewish custom that stretches far back. He also
requested to have money given to a certain Jew who lived
near the Jewish quarter of Lisbon.

To gain a better understanding of Columbus’s legacy, it's
important to note the historical background of his life.
Columbus lived during the time of the inquisition during
which Anusim, Jews who practiced their faith in secret,
were under constant threat of arrest and tortuous death.
Tens of thousands of secret Jews were tortured during
the Spanish Inquisition, many dying a martyr’s death.
Columbus' identity has been shrouded in mystery and
debated for some time. The Italians claimed that
Columbus was born in Lugano, Italy to Domenico
Colombo, a tower sentinel. The Spaniards claim that he
was born on Spanish soil to a father with a different name
and trade. Recently, as reported by Charles Garcia of
CNN, Spanish scholars Jose Erugo, Otero Sanchez and
Nicholas Dias Perez have concluded that Columbus was,
in fact, a secret Jew whose voyage to the Indies had
another altogether different objective than he claimed.
The content of Columbus' personal letters and diary
entries prove most revealing. One telling difference
between Columbus' personal writings and those of his
contemporaries was the language it was written in,
namely one unrecognizable to most native Spaniards.

Another particularly telltale note in his will seemed to be
somewhat of a hidden signature, a triangular form of dots
and letters that resembled inscriptions found on
gravestones of Jewish cemeteries in Spain. Columbus
even instructed his children to maintain this mysterious
symbol for perpetuity. The hidden signature, when
translated, was actually a prayer in lieu of the standard
Hebrew kaddish, which was forbidden in Spain. This ploy
allowed Columbus to covertly instruct his children to
recite the kaddish prayer for him.
People assume that King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella
financed Columbus' journey. But according to Charles
Garcia of CNN, two conversos, Louis De Santangel and
Gabriel Sanchez, along with the prominent Rabbi Isaac
Abarbanel, took money out of their own pockets to pay
for the voyage. This historical fact should raise yet
another question: Why did these Jews take interest in
Columbus' voyage?
Simon Wiesenthal suggests in his book, Sails of Hope, that
the motive behind Columbus' voyage was to find a safe
haven for the Jews. Similarly, others conclude that
Columbus set sail to Asia for the purpose to obtaining
enough gold to finance a crusade in an effort to take back
Jerusalem and rebuild the Jews' holy Temple.
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Christopher Columbus, Secret Jew
What is the evidence that Columbus was a
Jew?

The Clock on the Tower

According to Dr. Gerhard Falk, author of a Man’s
Ascent to Reason, he brought a Hebrew interpreter
with him, with the hope of locating the ten lost
tribes. ( Hence, the popular lyric reads: “In 1492,
Colombus sailed the ocean blue. His interpreter was
lou, he was a Jew and that is true.")

For as long as anyone could remember, there was a clock
mounted high up on the tallest building in the town. As
people would go about their business throughout the
day, they would periodically glance upwards, and then
automatically check their own watches. Sometimes there
would be an inconsistency, and then they would reset
their watches to the correct time.

By Chaya Sarah Silberberg

The day of Columbus' travels are also of noteworthy
significance. It is said that he had originally planned
on sailing on Tisha b'Av, but postponed his travels
because the day is considered inauspicious for such
ventures. Instead he began his journey on August
3rd, the 11th of Av, two days after the Jews were
given the choice to convert or leave Spain.

But times change. A murmur of discontent was heard in
an element of the population.
“The clock is so high—it’s a pain in the neck (quite
literally!) to always have to look up at it. Why can’t the
clock be lower down, at eye level, more accessible?”
“What if the clock is wrong? It’s practically impossible to
change it. Now, if it were installed on a lower building, it
would be so much easier to fix.”

For our discerning readers, is this a fact of mere
coincidence or of remarkable significance?
On the surface it seems that an ordinary sailor set
forth to find a different path to the Indies, and by a
remarkable stroke of luck, landed in a land known
for its benevolence and religious tolerance.
However, upon exploring the true identity of
Christopher Columbus, we come to know a man,
who, in his quest to free the Jewish people from
their oppression, was brought to America by the
hand of Divine Providence.

The locals were vocal, and the vocals were local. A town
meeting was called; a decision was made. The clock was
lowered.
Then a funny thing started happening. When people
noticed a discrepancy between the town clock and their
watches, more often than not they would now adjust the
time . . . on the town clock. “After all, I know that I have
the right time . . .” Then someone else would come by
and readjust the clock . . . Within a short period of time,
the clock had been fiddled with so often that it broke
down. The consensus was that it was no longer relevant,
not worth fixing—and the clock was consigned to the
trash heap.
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Our new variety of classes in our weekly Series
Our lessons probe the depth of contemporary Torah thought, with a special focus on issues surrounding
spirituality, the human psyche, love and interpersonal relationships. Every experience offers meaningful and
timely lessons – from the most timeless of texts. You will walk away surprised, inspired, and knowing more
about who we are as Jews, and who you are as an individual. We invite you to browse through the topics in
this catalogue of classes below and join us for a weekly dose of uplifting Jewish study. If you find any topics
that you think may be of interest to your friends, please encourage them to come along. Checkout our
variety of classes below.
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It’s not just about visitation.
It’s about friendship.
It’s about community.
The Sunshine Club is a unique volunteer program under the auspices of the Gold
Coast Hebrew Congregation designed to bring cheer and companionship into the
lives of Jewish seniors all throughout the Gold Coast.
Whether for seniors living on their own, in assisted living facilities or convalescent
homes, the Sunshine Club matches up caring friends to be there with and for
seniors - to visit, to assist and to uplift. To share experiences, to spend quality time,
to celebrate special occasions and to create wonderful memories together.

Programs:
•
•
•
•

Weekly Friendship Visits
Book-Reading
Family Connections
Educational Materials

• Recreational Activities
• Arts & Crafts
• Holiday Celebrations
• Cultural Events

If you would like to become a Sunshine Club Volunteer or if you are a senior – or know of a
senior – who can benefit from the Sunshine Club, please call our office on 5570 1851 or
Rabbi Gurevitch on 0419 392 818
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Ask The Rabbi The “Good Shabbos” vs. “Shabbat Shalom”
What
the IsAuthentic
Hebrew Script?
Debate.IsWho
Right?
Ketav
vs. Ketav
Ashurit
On the Ivri
difference
between
Sepharadic and
Ashkenazic
pronunciation
By
Yehuda Shurpin
By Yehuda Shurpin

a) Mar Zutra (some say Mar Ukva) said: “Originally, the
Torah was given to Israel in Ivri letters and in the sacred
(Hebrew) language. Later, in the times of Ezra, the Torah
was given in Ashurit script and the Aramaic language.
Finally, they selected for Israel the Ashurit script and the
Hebrew language, leaving the Ivri characters and the
Aramaic language for the commoners.” Who are the
“commoners”? Rav Chisda said, “The Cuthites
(Samaritans).” What is ketav Ivri? Rav Chisda said,
“Libonaah2script [i.e., the ancient Hebrew].”
b) It was taught: Rebbi said: “Torah was originally given to
Israel in Ashurit script. When they sinned, it was changed
to roetz (Ivri script). When they repented, Ashurit script
was reintroduced . . .”
c) R' Shimon ben Elazar said in the name of R' Eliezer ben
Parta, who said in the name of R' Elazar Hamoda’i: “This
writing was never changed [i.e., it was always in Ashurit
script].”

Question
I recently read about some ancient writings that were in a
script called Proto-Hebrew, which the Jews supposedly
used to write in before the current Hebrew script. What’s
up with that? Which Hebrew is the authentic Hebrew, and
in what script was the original Torah written?
Reply
Indeed, there are two scripts. One is ketav Ivri (“Hebrew
script”), also called Phoenician or Proto/Paleo-Hebrew.
This is the “alternative” form of Hebrew you have
discovered. This script was still widely in use during the
age of the Mishnah, and was well known to the sages. The
other script, ketav Ashurit (“Assyrian script”), is the one
we know today as the Hebrew alphabet.

While this may be a fascinating revelation for some, your
question regarding the script the Torah was written in is
not a new one. In fact, the Talmud itself discusses this
very question, and gives three opinions:

This is a page of the scripture of the Samaritans, who still
use Ivri writing.
So seemingly, opinions (b) and (c)hold that the Torah was
originally written in Ashurit, and opinion (a) holds that it
was in Ivri. But it’s not so simple, as we shall see when
examining the Tablets.
Miraculous Letters
The Talmud describes the miraculous script of the Tablets:
Rav Chisda said, “The letters mem and samech of the
Tablets stood in place only by a miracle.”
The Talmud explains that the letters were engraved all
the way through the stone to the opposite side. Now,
since the letters samech and (final) mem are completely
closed, the section of stone in their centers was
unattached to the body of the Tablets, and could have
remained in place only through a miracle. This, however,
is true only with regard to ketav Ashurit. In ketav Ivri,
neither the mem nor the samech are completely closed.
What is especially difficult with this passage is that its
author, Rav Chisda—who is effectively saying that the
Tablets were given in ketav Ashurit—is the very same
rabbi who agrees with and elaborates upon the first
opinion above, that the Torah was given in ketav Ivri!
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Continue...Ask The Rabbi What Is the Authentic Hebrew Script?
Ketav Ivri vs. Ketav Ashurit
What complicates things even further is that there is an
opinion in the Jerusalem Talmud that it was the
letter ayin that was held in place miraculously. This would
imply that it was written in ketav Ivri and not Ashurit,
since the letter ayin in Ivri—as opposed to Ashurit—is
indeed a closed letter.

However, the debate in the Talmud about the script of
the Torah concerns which letters the Jews themselves
used.
Radbaz further points out that until the Babylonian exile
the Jews were referred to as Hebrews (Ivri’im), and their
script may well have been the Hebrew (Ivri) script.
However, after the Babylonian exile they were no longer
called Hebrews, perhaps because at this time the
beautiful ktav Ashurit script was taught by the prophets.

See below how the samech and mem are closed letters
in Ashurit, and the ayin is closed in Ivri:

Special Script vs. Common Script
To resolve this, Rabbi Yom Tov al-Ishbili, known
as Ritva (approx. 1250–1330), explains that the Tablets
and the Torah scroll that was kept in the Holy Ark were
written in ketav Ashurit. This was considered a sacred
script. However, neither Moses or the Israelites wished to
use this holy script for mundane purposes. This reverence
extended even to the Torah scrolls that were written for
purposes of study by the masses, so they were written
in ketav Ivri.
Or as Rabbi Yehudah Loewe, known as Maharal of Prague
(d. 1609), puts it, while the Tablets and the original Torah
scroll were written in the beautiful Ashurit script
(ashurit can be translated to mean “beautiful”), it is only
logical that the Torah for the masses would be given to
them in the script the people were familiar with.
Rabbi David ibn Zimra, known as Radbaz (c. 1479–c.
1573), explains that when we say that the Tablets were
written in Ashurit script, this is only the first Tablets, the
ones about which the verse states, “Now the Tablets
were G‑d's work, and the inscription was G‑d's inscription,
engraved on the Tablets.”
The second set of Tablets, however, the ones about which
G‑d tells Moses, “Inscribe these words for yourself,”were
written in the script of the masses, i.e., ketav Ivri. Thus,
the Babylonian Talmud is referring to the first set of
Tablets, while the tradition in the Jerusalem Talmud is
referring to the second set.

These coins, with Ivri writing, were minted during the
Mishnaic era in the years following the destruction of the
Second Temple.
elshazzar and the Writing on the Wall
Some commentators posit that this is why, when the
writing appeared on the wall during Belshazzar’s
feast, none of the Jews present were able to interpret it.
Most Jews were only familiar with ketav Ivri; only Daniel,
a leader and the wisest Jew at the time, was familiar
with ketav Ashurit. After this incident, the script became
somewhat better known.
King Josiah and Moses’ Torah Scroll
The above explanation also sheds light on another
historical incident. In the course of the repairs to the Holy
Temple in King Josiah’s reign, the high priestHilkiah found
a Torah scroll, and the Jews turned to a scribe to have it
read. In the verses, Hilkiah describes finding not “a”
but “the” Torah scroll, i.e., the Torah scroll written by
Moses himself. The reason many couldn’t read it was
because it was written in ketav Ashurit.
Script But Not Language
Although there are differing opinions as to the type of
script the ancient Jews used, it is important to keep in
mind that there is no disagreement regarding the
language itself—all agree that the language of the Torah
was Hebrew, the holy tongue, the language of creation.
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Personal Development:
Growing Each Day
By Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski

God instills an additional neshamah (soul) in
Misheberch - Prayer for the sick a person on the eve of the Sabbath (Beitzah
16a).

Jewish tradition ordains that whenever the Torah is
read we are granted a special and uniquely opportune
moment to invoke blessing for those in need of divine
intervention. From time immemorial it has therefore
been the custom to recite a "Mi Sheberach" (prayer for
the sick) on behalf of people who are ill. We pray for
the people below, and wish them a speedy recovery:

Man
Reuven Ben Rochel
Yehuda Avraham Ben Beila Chaya
Michael Ben Baila Chaya
Daniel Ha'Levi Ben Rochel
Shlomo Ben Dahlia
Adam Gideon Ben Leah
Michael Ben Mina
Mordechai Ha'Levi Ben Rochel
Yishai Ben Sara
Tom Ben Miriam
Chaim Ha’Levi Ben Miriam
Shimon Dovid Ben Sara
Tzvi Avigdor Ben Chaya Shaindl
Shmuel Ben Sara
Philip Ben Faygelle
Aaron Ben Sara
Yehushua Ben Leah
Yochu Ben Binner
Chanan Halevi Ben Tatyana
Yaakov Haleyvi Ben Brurya
Dovid haleyvi Ben Penina
Yoshke Ben Anna
Zalman Chaim Ben Devorah
Favdu Ben Gitel
Simcha zelig Ben pesya
Women
Rivka Bat Adele
Sarah Bat Chana
Tziyona Bat Chana
Peryla Bas Chana
Rivka Bas Sara
Faygelle Bas Chana
Tatyana Baas Fayna
Tirtza Bas Tikvah
Shoshana Bas Batsheva
Rochel Bas Rivkah

We know that two things cannot occupy the same
space at the same time. Although spiritual
substance need not be subject to the law of physics,
we might still ask, "Where does this additional
neshamah fit? Was there previously a vacuum in
the space it now occupies?"
As the Sabbath approaches, we create a place for
the additional neshamah by discarding much of the
weekday matter we have accumulated. To the
extent that we rid ourselves of the weekday
problems, to that extent we can receive the
additional neshamah of the Sabbath.
We are instructed to approach the Sabbath with an
attitude that all our weekday work has been totally
completed, and so nothing has been left undone
that could cause us to think about it on the
Sabbath. Weekday activities relate to the means of
living, while the Sabbath represents the goal of life.
It is the time when, freed from all other activities,
we can direct attention to the study of Torah, to
prayer, and to contemplating on what God wants of
us. Vacating the thoughts, stresses and worries of
weekday life leaves "space" for that extra
neshamah.
We can begin preparing to receive the additional
neshamah during the week: we can consider our
weekday activities as merely the means to earn a
livelihood, and then look forward to the Sabbath,
on which we will be able to focus on the purpose of
life.
Today I shall...
try to realize that work is a means rather than a goal,
and to look forward to the Sabbath, when I will be able
to more fully concentrate on the goals of life.
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Laughter….The Best Medicine
Chelm’s Walk in Clinic
Dr. Goldstein opened a walk in clinic in the famed city of Chelm. Dr. Goldstein’s
first patient, a fellow named Chaim Yankel walked in and said, "Doctor, I hurt
all over."
"That's impossible," Dr. Goldstein said.
"No, really!" Chaim Yankel, "Just look -- when I touch my arm, ouch! it hurts.
When I touch my leg, ouch! it hurts. When I touch my head, ouch! it hurts.
When I touch my chest, ouch! it really hurts.”
“I know for a fact that your body is fine,” said Dr. Goldstein.
“How could you know such a thing?” asked Chaim Yankel, shocked.
Dr. Goldtein replied, "Because your finger is broken."
Herman & Henny’s Itinerary

Herman and Henny Pearlman live in Boca and Henny likes to check in with her Herman each morning to plan the
day’s activities.
"Herman, what are you doing today?” asked Henny.
"Nothing," said Herman.
"That's what you did yesterday," said Henny.
“Well,” answered Herman, "I wasn't finished."

Moishe and Miriam were having lunch at a Colonel Wong's, the local kosher Chinese restaurant. Moishe noticed
that the table had been set with forks, not chopsticks. He asked why.
The waiter said, "Chopsticks are provided only on request."
"But," Moishe countered, "if you gave your patrons chopsticks, you wouldn't have to pay someone to wash all the
forks."
"True," the waiter shot back, "but because you Jews don't know how to use chopsticks we would have to hire
three more people to clean up the mess."

Last Will and Testament
Sally Roth, on elderly lady from New York was getting her final affairs in order. She prepared her will and made her
final arrangements. As part of these arrangements she met with her Rabbi to talk about what type of funeral
service she wanted, etc.
She told her Rabbi she had two final requests. First, she wanted to be cremated, and second, she wanted her
ashes scattered over Bloomingdales.
“Cremation!” said Rabbi Rosenberg. “God Forbid, do you realize that this is forbidden by the Torah?”
“I do indeed,” said Mrs. Roth.
“I’d like to speak with you about this Mrs. Roth,” said Rabbi Rosenberg. “Before we do that, may I ask, why
Bloomingdales?”
"That way,” said Mrs. Roth, “I know my daughters will visit me twice a week."
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Chefs Corner
Pulled BBQ Brisket Hamantaschen

Making pulled BBQ brisket is a cinch when made in a slow-cooker...and would you believe that BBQ pulled brisket
and mashed potatoes make awesome savory-sweet yeast hamanstaschen (not cookies)!? These make an
awesome appetizer or side for the festive Purim meal, or even just a nosh.
Ingredients
2 3/4 -3 lb. 2nd cut beef brisket. Hickory smoke/barbeque seasoning sauce. 12 oz. Coca-Cola. 2 cups barbeque
sauce. 1/3 cup beef broth (from brisket. see method). 3 lb. non-dairy prepared frozen pizza dough. 1 egg, plus
1-2 tablespoons water for eggwash. Non-dairy mashed potatoes
Directions
1. Place the brisket into a 5 qt. slow-cooker (or if you have a larger one, that will work too). Sprinkle the roast
with barbeque seasoning and rub well into both sides of the meat. Cover the roast with water (just a little
more than to cover), being careful not to wash the seasoning off the roast( let the water fill up around the
brisket it-not on it)! Cover and cook on high for 8 1/2- 9 hours, or until an inserted fork comes out easily and
roast shows signs of falling apart. (Slow-cookers perform differently and cooking time may vary.)
2. Remove the brisket from the slow cooker and allow to cool slightly. Reserve 1/3 cup of the broth and discard
the remainder. Using a fork, pull the brisket on the grain (not against) until the entire roast is pulled/shredded.
3. Return the pulled brisket to the slow cooker and add the barbeque sauce, Coca-Cola, and reserved broth. Stir
all the ingredients together until fully incorporated and cook for another 45-60 minutes.
4. Prepare your mashed potatoes and defrosted pizza dough.
5. Flour your work surface and roll out the pizza dough to about of an 8th of an inch thick. Using a 5 1/4" round
cookie cutter (or a small bowl), cut out the circles that will be used to form the hamantaschen. Keep rolling
and cutting until the dough is used up.
6. Spoon a layer of smashed potatoes onto the center of the cut dough rounds and smooth it out. Spoon about 2
-3 tablespoons of the pulled brisket on top of the smashed potatoes.
7. Fold the dough into a triangle around the smashed potato and pulled beef filling, pinching the corners tightly
to ensure the filling is well enclosed. If you feel there is too much filling in any of the hamenstachen, be sure to
remove some so as not to force the hamenstachen open in the baking process.
8. Mix one egg together with a few tablespoons of water to create an eggwash. Generously paint the
hamantaschen with the eggwash to give them that nice golden-brown look and keep the dough together.
Preheat oven to 350° F. Bake hamantaschen for 15-20 minutes, or until golden-brown. Enjoy!
Yields: Approximately 20 hamantaschen.

By Alex Idov
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Form of Bequest
When Making a Will
I ______________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Give and bequeath to the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Inc. of 34
Hamilton Avenue Surfers Paradise Queensland (P.O. Box 133 Surfers
Paradise, 4217 ) the sum of $_______________________Free from all duties,
to be applied to the general purposes of the Congregation and I declare
that a receipt therefore signed by the President or Treasurer for the
time being of the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Inc. shall be full and
sufficient discharge for this bequest.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Why should I remember the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation in my
will?
You care deeply about Jewish continuity on the Gold Coast and want
to see Judaism flourish in our community. The Gold Coast Hebrew
Congregation is serving our local community today and will continue
to serve generations into the future.
This gift can, in some circumstances, be greater than anything you
could donate during a lifetime. Thank you in advance for this
generous contribution.
For more information contact our office on: 5570 1851 Fax 5538 6712
Email: gchc@westnet.com.au | WEBSITE: www.goldcoasthc.org.au

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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PHOTOS OF THE MONTH
Our Cheder Sunday school children learning about ‘Tu Bishvat– New Year for Trees’
and baking their very own ‘Alef Bet’ cookies.

Assisi College 12th
grade students visiting
our shule and
exploring Jewish
culture and traditions
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- Our new variety of classes in our new weekly Series Our lessons probe the depth of contemporary Torah thought, with a special focus on
issues surrounding spirituality, the human psyche, love and interpersonal relationships.
Every experience offers meaningful and timely lessons – from the most timeless of texts.
You will walk away surprised, inspired, and knowing more about who we are as Jews, and
who you are as an individual. We invite you to browse through the topics in this
catalogue of classes below and join us for a weekly dose of uplifting Jewish study. If you
find any topics that you think may be of interest to your friends, please encourage them
to come along. Checkout our variety of classes on page 21
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

WE THANK THE
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR
ALIYA OFFERING

YAHRTZEIT OBSERVANCE
FOR THE MONTH OF
Adar - March

Mr. Stein
Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
Rabbi Marcus Solomon
Pinchas Cohen
David Rebibou
Geoffrey Heimann
Robert Goldsmith
Alan Chanesman
Andrew Berkhut
Justin Ben David
Hagai Szabason
Mr. P. Davida
Gary Korbl
Rafi Sztrochlic
Gideon Cheilyk
Phil Lewis
David Goldzweig
Mr. P. Buch
Avi Ginsberg
Gerald Moses
Michael Paneth
Warren Radnan
Zelig Berkhut
Isaac Zulaikha
Frank Goldstein
Jason Froman

We extend our wishes for long life to the
following who are observing a Yahrtzeit
3rd Adar -1st March
Hazel Winer –Mother of Belinda Werb
4th Adar-2nd March
Gertrude Semp-Sister of Myer Semp
7th Adar-5th March
Bernard Weinfeld- Uncle of Henry Malecki
7th Adar-5th March
Shoshana Koppel-Mother of Freda Cheilyk
7th Adar-5th March
Chaim Cheilyk-Husband of Freda Cheilyk
19th Adar-17th March
Morris Semp-Brother of Myer Semp
23rd Adar-21st March
Simon Kugler –Father of Liz Linton
26th Adar - 24th March
Rose Nightingale-Wife of Bernard Nightingale
26th Adar-24th March
Sam Goodchild

BIRTHDAYS FOR MARCH
Lydia Migal

2nd

27th Adar-25th March
Sam Sekler-Father of Janette Kornhauser

David Abeshouse 5th
Stella Goldberg

8th

Alan Klevansky

9th

Denise Eliakim

12th

Susan Brutman

14th

Lynne Spanner

22nd

Clare Hogarty

22nd

Isaac Zulaikha

24th

Jodie Foster

30th

4th Nissan-31st March
Max Platus-Father of Lynette Moses

Refuah Sheleyma-speedy recovery
Raymond Efron
Ephraim Szternberg
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If undeliverable return to:
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation
P. O. Box 133
Surfers Paradise 4217
Queensland, Australia
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